
Hallikainen & Friends

Test Procedure: TEL171

The TELl71 is'tested twice. As there are separate production
orders for each subassembly and the finished product, each
subassembly is tested as part of the subassembly production
order. These subassemblies are then put in subassembly stock.
Once all subassemblies have been tested, the production order for
the TEL171 is started. Here, each required subassembly is pulled
from stock and put on the test jig as a system. Proper operation
and adjustment is verified. The system is then burned in for one
day, then packaged and placed in finished goods stock.

Test Procedure: 0010-1211 Telemetry Transmitter

1. Do a physical inspection of the assembly. Verify that_
all chips are properly installed. Verify that all solder
connections are good, and that the board shows high assembly
quality.

2. Put the board on the test jig, ideally with the rest of
a system also on the test jig.

3. Using the frequency counter, scope, and lOX prope,
adjust RIO for 4.775 KHz on TP4.J..-\Note that the test jig sample
switch should be in the left position to provide a ground to the
floating circuitry. We adjust for 4.775 KHz because the circuit
tends to drift upwards as it warms up. It will ideally drift to
4.800 KHz. If necessary (especially if U6 is made by TI), R11

I can be reduced to 6.8 K to reach the required frequency.
4. Connect the scope to output terminal 10 (white/black

wire on test jig). Adjust R25 for 4 volts P-P.
5. With scope still conected as above, jumper TP-2 to TP-3.

Adjust R13 for 1.270 KHz (+/- 5 Hz).
6. Remove above jumper. Jumper TP-2 to TP-4. Adjust R12

for 1.070 KHz (+/- 5 Hz).
7. Set the test jig polarity switch to the left. Verify S I.; D~ " 102 o

that U7 (the UART) pins 38 and 39 have +5 volts on them.' A P{..'5,O CH c K 0 A
j~mper must be installed during assembly and is occasionally CAP (/02 loOJ f\ ot0 B'A-c.K.
misaed . ot- ,'/'I

8. Set test jig polarity switch to left (+). Adjust sample ~ BtAI b ACI~oS~
pot full counter-clockwise (it is a multiturn pot). The local U /().- 3 AI0D 6 IV
display should read 000. Slowly adjust the pot clockwise to run (VrD 2\
the display one digit at a time through 0009. Verify that each
number in sequence can be accomplished. Increase the pot further
running the "tens" digit through each possiblity (000, 010" 020,
030 .•• 090). Again, verify that each digit can,be
accomplished. Repeat for the hundreds digit. Finally, verify
that the pot can be increased to a reading of +1999. Set the
test jig sample pot for a display of approximate I +1500. Verify
that setting the polarity switch to the right gives the same
indication (+/- 5 counts), but negative. Set the polarity switch
ih the center position. Verify that the display indicates
between -1 and +1.
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1. Complete a visual inspection of the board, insuring that
the assembly is of the highest quality.

2. Put the board on the test jig, along with other working
boards. j

I•••.)?~--... 3. Connect the scope to terminal 2. glose switch,;r, open \)'SE.. lax D~ "5C.-.;PE.
C/-WC((:. ~ switch 1'1' The 4 volt P-P FSK signal from the transmitter board 7'2.,_V/ (I c\
+sv @ should be visible~ Open switch I, close switch 1.. A very small..---/' 7CW\ -: O~- lvu-f)
U '3-33-!-3'1 signal should be visible.

4. Close switch 4, open switch,3. .
5. Using the scope, frequency counter and lOx probe, adjust2 ~~~~ ~ Ab

R29 for 4.775 KHz on TP-2. If 'necessary, R28 can be reduced to ~ ~b~ .UP ..
6.8(K. (2..2\\') TVJVV'- TP-2

6. Connect the scope to Ul-7. Set it for DC coupling and ("X n"IL \ ..•c- (-n .
- u ) ."',Q. V~M. ,,'-" I,-re. FA('f.-.I";~eO4£;,triggerr;go' Adjust R25 so that one I bit time is 3.33 mS. The !$ HAR.I> -TO 'SEe:) J,.vI-. -r 01" •••

bit time should be the same for a high or low bit.
7. Run R19 through its range. At one end,¥-it should be

fi £. possible to make the display carrier light come on. After
~~M several tries,* ach of the display error lights should come on,
~~\tRverifying the operation of the parity and frame checking
PARIT~ circuitry. In addition, whenever the display carrier lamp is

the test jig LED should be out. Whenever the display carrier
lamp is out, the test jig LED should be on. Set R19 to mid-

/

./

9. After successfully completing the above tests, put a
green sticker on the UART and put the board in stock.

Test Procedure: 0010-1221 Telemetry Receiver
C .\-\f-C\<., pO~ /0 kSL~.
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range.. ') ~ (vT)' bISPI..! I 51.fl)VL"/
. ~. Run the test ~ig sample P?t and switch thru their range 71-)0\ e.lI-\tJ~ 01.17 \\lr\~1'J \<"N\-.H£ j
a.neur i.ngproper cperatron of the di spLay , .J f'i!2V -P'r: \ ~k\\r;( oR '::: ,,~

9. After successfully completing the test, put a green 'dot 1,' \'~ (' v0(~ I R - 'J
on the UART and put the board in stock. (pftJ~ :f,.21 I', -r) U •

( o-s-, VA~T) ..;

Test Procedure: 0010-1231 Telemetry Display

1. Insure that the board is assembled to the highest
quality.

2. Plug in the test PROM. Insure that there is not a short
between pins 9 and 10 of the test PROM once plugged in.

3. Wire the display into the test jig.
4. Using the sample pot and switch, run each digit through

all possibilities, insuring that there are no missing codes,
segments that do not light, or segments that do not go out, and
that the polarity sign works properly.

5. Using the first 15 switches on the test jig, insure that
the decimal point positioning circuitry works properly.

6. By reducing the sensitivity pot on the receiver board
repeatedly, insure that each of the display error lights can be
made to light. Restore the receiver sensitivity control to mid-
position.

7. Attach the front panel to the display assembly. Insure
that all required hardware is included.

8. Remove the test PROM from its socket. Install the
ribbon cable and multicolor cable.
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9. Put a green dot on the board that has ~uccessfully
completed the test. Put the board in stock.

Test Procedure: 0010-1281 Local Display

1. Insure that the assembly of the board is of high
quality.

2. Connect the display to the test jig. Run the test jig
sample pot and switch through the range, insuring that all digits
and polarity are displayed properly.

3. Attach the board to the panel, connect the associated
dip cable.

4. Attach a green dot to the 7211 dirver chip of those
boards that pass the test.

Test Procedure: 0000-1710 TEL171 Telemetry System

1. Run a set of board6through a one day burn in.
2. At conclusion of burn in, insure that the following

tests are passed. 1"t' I 1P2..
3. Check clock frequency on transmitter and receiver

boards. They should be 4.800 KHz +/- 25 Hz.
4. Check the FSK frequencies on the transmitter board. /270

They should be 1270 and 1070 Hz, +/- 10 Hz. 1070
5. Check the transmitter board output level. It should be

4 volts P-P. TP- 10
6. Insure that the bit timing on the receiver board is 3.3

mS per bit, +/- 0.3 mS.
7. Insure that both displays display all digits, polarity,

and ~rror signals properly.
8. Package the system as below:
9. The system goes in a 12x12x4 box.
10. Place one copy of each current product literature sheet

EXCEPT distributor price list in the bottom of the box.
11. Put 2 copies of the TEL171 instruction book in the

bottom of the box.
12. Put an envelope of 30 disconnect pin receptacles in the

box.
13. Put an index sheet in the box.
14. Wrap each board in bubble sheet and place them in the

box.
15. Seal the box, label the side (TELI71), and put it in

finished good inventory.
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